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          22          ESQUIRE DEPOSITION SERVICES
                     Four Penn Center, Suite 1210
          23         1600 John F. Kennedy Boulevard
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          24            (215) 988-9191
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           1                MR. DUANE:  Good morning,

           2          everyone.  Good morning.  Thank

           3          you.  For those of you who may not

           4          know me my name is Vince Duane.

           5          I'm a general counsel at PJM and

           6          I've got to say I'm a little

           7          surprised that I was asked by the

           8          corporate communications folks to

           9          introduce and MC this.

          10                Usually, you put a lawyer

          11          with a microphone in front of a

          12          large crowd like this and we're

          13          trained to say my "client will

          14          have no comment".

          15                So, you know, that's our --

          16          how we get the reputation of being

          17          such delightful

          18          conversationalists.

          19                But let me tell you a true
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          20          story that because of this, could

          21          be worse, believe it or not, and

          22          this is true.

          23                Last, I guess it was

          24          probably two weeks ago we held our

                      ESQUIRE DEPOSITION SERVICES
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           1          members committee meeting down in

           2          Wilmington and I'm sitting at the

           3          podium and through some absolutely

           4          terrible miscalculation, somebody

           5          gave two lawyers from our

           6          membership the opportunity on the

           7          agenda to address a topic and gave

           8          them some time.

           9                And I know these folks.  And

          10          these two people are just terrific

          11          people and they are very capable

          12          lawyers, but they proceeded to

          13          take this time to explore with the

          14          membership all the arcania of the

          15          open access tariff as relates to

          16          interzonal cross border rate

          17          design; so, they, about 20 minutes

          18          into what I guess I could only

          19          describe as a sort of tag team
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          20          monotone, I leaned over to the

          21          vice chair and I said, tell me, do

          22          I sound like this when I address

          23          the membership?

          24                And she leaned back to me

                      ESQUIRE DEPOSITION SERVICES
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           1          and she said if you do, I would

           2          take this pen and stab it right

           3          through your thigh.

           4                So, you can see we're not

           5          usually given the mic.

           6                But what corporate

           7          communications did know is that

           8          about 25 years ago I was living in

           9          Canada, and in addition to other

          10          disreputable pursuits, such as

          11          studying political science and

          12          philosophy I was a guitarist in a

          13          ska band.  So I'm accustomed a

          14          little bit to being in crowds.

          15                       For those of you in

          16          the audience know are a little

          17          more mature or have more elevated

          18          tastes or are just simply

          19          culturally underinformed, Andy Ott
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          20          isn't here but I'm looking for him

          21          at this point, ska music is a rock

          22          and roll meets reggae.

          23                So, for the rest of you here

          24          who are a condasente of

                      ESQUIRE DEPOSITION SERVICES
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           1          underappreciated art force like

           2          ska, you're probably saying to

           3          yourself there's no way this white

           4          guy from Canada who was about to

           5          go to law school was ever in front

           6          of a crowd of this size playing

           7          some form of reggae music and my

           8          response would be no comment.

           9                Actually, my real response

          10          would be Canadian's have a well

          11          deserved reputation for tolerance.

          12                If you are a

          13          semi-professional musician,

          14          though, whether you play in front

          15          of six people, including your put

          16          upon girlfriend or six hundred

          17          people, you've always got in the

          18          back of your mind the possibility

          19          that one day you might be in front
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          20          of a crowd and you need to have a

          21          speech to accept a Grammy or some

          22          other such thing.

          23                But sadly, I haven't won

          24          anything today; but plenty of

                      ESQUIRE DEPOSITION SERVICES
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           1          others here today have.

           2                And that's what this

           3          opportunity is all about; it's an

           4          opportunity to acknowledge both

           5          individual successes and some of

           6          our corporate successes.

           7                Not everything is perfect.

           8          I think most folks are aware that

           9          there's a lot of stress facing the

          10          PJM institution, both internally

          11          and on our larger community right

          12          now regarding our market

          13          monitoring issues as we work

          14          through that question about the

          15          structure and the workings of

          16          that.

          17                          And I'm close to

          18          that issue and let me just say

          19          when you strip away all the
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          20          rhetoric, what is honestly going

          21          on here is an honest,

          22          intellectually grounded debate in

          23          trying to strike a balance between

          24          accountability of that function

                      ESQUIRE DEPOSITION SERVICES
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           1          and the independence of that

           2          function needs and Phil Harris is

           3          going to make some more mention of

           4          that later on in the program.

           5                       But that matter is

           6          transient and I think if you

           7          reflect back on the context and

           8          sort of the reason we are here

           9          today, you are going to appreciate

          10          that.

          11                       There's been ten

          12          years of us operating as an

          13          independent grid and 80 years more

          14          of history and that's just a

          15          remarkable accomplishment.  I've

          16          only been here four years so I

          17          can't take credit for any of it

          18          but when I have the privilege to

          19          meet and discuss with some of you
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          20          who have been here for 25 or 30

          21          years, I'm honestly quite

          22          awestruck.

          23                       And you have just so

          24          much to be proud of with your

                      ESQUIRE DEPOSITION SERVICES
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           1          accomplishments and everything

           2          you've built here.

           3                       And, you know, that's

           4          what we -- why we're here.

           5                       Let me turn now to

           6          just describe to you what agenda

           7          we're going to be addressing today

           8          and keeping all that in mind.

           9                Suzanne Dougherty is going

          10          to start by giving us an overview

          11          of where we stand financially and

          12          how we've been performing under

          13          our stated rate.  We're then going

          14          to turn to Mike Bryson, who's

          15          going to give us a summer update

          16          from the operations perspective

          17          and an outlook on that front and

          18          Paul McGlynn is going to provide

          19          us an update on transmission
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          20          projects and the focus that we

          21          have right now on insuring a

          22          renewal of infrastructure in this

          23          industry, particularly on the

          24          transmission front.

                      ESQUIRE DEPOSITION SERVICES
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           1                       We're going to then

           2          move on to a very special topic

           3          and this is really what I was

           4          referring to earlier; this is 2007

           5          and it marks our tenth year as an

           6          independent grid operator and 80th

           7          year as a power pool.

           8                And Ezra McCartha is going

           9          to come up here and explain to us

          10          what we can look forward to

          11          through the rest of this year in

          12          the form of some anniversary

          13          celebrations and just an

          14          opportunity to celebrate that

          15          success.

          16                I mentioned Phil Harris; he

          17          will be joining us next and he's

          18          going to be giving us all, from

          19          the CEOs point of view, the state
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          20          of PJM and the issues that he sees

          21          this organization tackling as we

          22          move forward.

          23                       We're going to finish

          24          up with some awards, the Aspre

                      ESQUIRE DEPOSITION SERVICES
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           1          decor awards and finally we're

           2          going to move on back here to the

           3          tent for what I understand is a

           4          Luau buffet, which I think is

           5          somewhat appropriate under the

           6          temperature circumstances.

           7                       I am delighted so

           8          many of you have come to join us

           9          in today's discussion; including

          10          our breathern out in the Janette

          11          office that may miss out on a luau

          12          but they are also in air

          13          conditioned comfort, I presume.

          14          But thank you for participating

          15          over the phone there.

          16                Without any further adieu,

          17          let me introduce to you Suzanne

          18          Dougherty.  Thank you.

          19                MS. DOUGHERTY:  Now, whoever
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          20          would have thought it would be

          21          hard to follow the attorney?

          22                The summer outlook, which

          23          comes after this, by the way,

          24          Mike, where are you, it's hot.

                      ESQUIRE DEPOSITION SERVICES
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           1          Okay.  There's the outlook.

           2                From a financial perspective

           3          at PJM, there are several items

           4          that I want to mention that you

           5          all contributed a great deal to

           6          PJM achieving.

           7                If you recall, when we

           8          worked for changing our recovery

           9          structure, from a formula rate,

          10          that varied to our members every

          11          month over time to the stated rate

          12          that got implemented June 1st,

          13          2006, we stated some specific

          14          objectives that we wanted to

          15          accomplish with that change in

          16          rate structure; those being price

          17          predictability to the members.

          18          We've achieved that.

          19                We also wanted to prove to
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          20          them that we could be accountable.

          21          They didn't have to look at every

          22          dollar being spent by every

          23          department that we would live

          24          within the funds generated by the

                      ESQUIRE DEPOSITION SERVICES
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           1          stated rate and we definitely

           2          have.  In fact to the point of

           3          some refund this year, about a

           4          sent a megawatt hour, just under

           5          $7 million this year and based on

           6          the projected spending from all of

           7          your groups during 2007 we may

           8          have as much as a five cents per

           9          mega watt hour refund.  Next year

          10          about $40 million.

          11                This has all been

          12          accomplished while still

          13          initiating the construction know

          14          of a second control center,

          15          implemented RPM, marginal losses,

          16          replacing our market settlement

          17          system and still operating the

          18          largest grid in the world.  These

          19          are amazing accomplishments and
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